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Abstract—5G networks aim to provide orchestration of services across multiple administrative domains through the concept
of federation. In this paper, we are exploring the federation feature of a platform for 5G transport network of vertical services.
Then we formulate the decision problem that directly impacts
the revenue of 5G administrative domains, and we propose as
solution a Q-learning algorithm. The simulation results show
near optimum profit maximization and a well-trained Q-learning
algorithm can outperform the intuitive ”greedy” approach in a
realistic scenario.
Index Terms—multi-domain, federation, NFV, algorithms,
machine-learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
The 5G technology is evolving the mobile networks towards
new design paradigms of more complex, diverse and dynamic
network services designed for specific vertical industries (e.g.,
Automotive, eHealth, Industry 4.0, etc.) referred as vertical
services. The 5G-TRANSFORMER project [1] proposes
flexible transport of vertical services using the introduced
5G-TRANSFORMER (5GT) platform.
Through the technologies such as the Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) and Network Slicing, range of specific
requirements are satisfied for each vertical industry. Vertical services are translated into network services (NFV-NS)
containing all requirements and instructions to be deployed
over underlying network and computational infrastructure. The
dynamic slicing enables the optimal resource allocation that
reduces the cost of the mobile operators. The 5GT platform
leverages the network slicing to efficiently orchestrate different
NFV network services (NFV-NSs) over single or multiple
domains.
The concept of service orchestration across multiple administrative domains [2] is one of the key features of the
5GT platform referred as federation. The federation enables
each 5GT administrative domain (e.g., mobile operator) to
provide broader spectrum of services to the vertical customers
with low-cost access to infrastructure capacity and global
service coverage in external domains. Through the use of
optimized orchestration strategies (e.g., Machine Learning,
Artificial Intelligence, ...) [3]–[5], operators may significantly
increase their profit.
The main goal of the paper is to (i) present the federation
functionality provided by the 5GT framework; (ii) formulate a
service deployment decision problem with an aim to maximize
the administration domain’s revenue; (iii) and to propose a
solution to the decision problem, evaluated through simulation
of federation scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the 5G-TRANSFORMER baseline architecture with
an accent on the federation functionality. Section III defines
the formulation of the deployment decision problem, whereas
in Section IV we present the solution through simulation
experiments. Section V concludes the paper with remarks for
future work.
II. S ERVICE AND RESOURCE FEDERATION IN 5GT
This section introduces the high-level architecture of the
5G-TRANSFORMER system, with a focus of the federation
as an essential feature of the 5GT framework. The federation
feature allows 5GT service providers to deploy and manage
services in external domains through service federation and
to obtain and control computational/network resources from
other domains through resource federation.
A. Baseline 5GT architecture
The 5GT architecture is built with the goal of providing
a platform with flexible and dynamic management features
to serve the needs of multiple and heterogeneous services
coming from different vertical industries. Such services can
be concurrently instantiated over a shared infrastructure that
combines multiple heterogeneous types of resources in terms
of computing, storage and networking. The 5GT architecture
consists of four main building blocks, namely vertical slicer
(5GT-VS), service orchestrator (5GT-SO), mobile transport
and computing platform (5GT-MTP), and monitoring platform
(5GT-MON). Two domains are represented in Fig.1, each
having a full stack consisting of these four blocks (5GT-MON
not represented for the sake of simplicity).
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Fig. 1: 5GT Architecture

The 5GT-VS is the entry point for vertical industries to
access the 5GT platform. It provides a web portal and an API
for (vertical) end-users, simplifying the process of requesting
vertical services. The 5GT-VS exposes a catalogue of vertical
services offered to vertical end-users, which are customized
by the vertical users by setting parameters to mach their
service requirements. The 5GT-VS translates from businessoriented vertical service requests into slice requests, which are
eventually mapped to NFV-NSs. In turn, these NFV-NSs are
requested by the 5GT-VS to the 5GT-SO.
The 5GT-SO manages the E2E orchestration and the lifecycle
of the NFV-NSs. They are deployed by matching their
requirements with the resource availability in the 5GT-MTP [6]
through placement algorithms. The 5GT-SO contains two types
of orchestrators: (i) the network service orchestrator (NFVONSO) and (ii) the resource orchestrator (NFVO-RO). Both
orchestrators embody the functionalities of a typical NFV
orchestrator (NFVO) [7]. Using the 5GT architecture, NFV-NSs
can be deployed over single or multiple administrative domains
(AD). For deployment over single (local) domain the 5GT-SO
uses the So-Mtp interface towards the local domain 5GTMTP. For multi-domain deployment and management, referred
to as federation, the 5GT-SO establishes peer-to-peer interconnections with external ADs via the So-So interface [8] [9].
The 5G-MTP is responsible for orchestrating heterogeneous
resources (computing, network, storage) available in each
domain, exposing them to the 5GT-SO and serving its resource
allocation requests to instantiate VNFs and to manage the
connections of the underlying transport network. The 5G-MTP
embeds plug-ins for interaction with the managers of each
subset of resources : for (i) compute resources, the the Virtual
Infrastructure Manager (VIM) or for (ii) inter-PoP networking
connectivity, the WAN Infrastructure Manager (WIM). The
5GT-MTP generates an abstracted resource view towards the
5GT-SO via the So-Mtp interface according to policies in
place.
The instantiation of NFV-NS follows a top-down workflow
from the 5GT-VS down to the 5GT-SO and to the 5GT-MTP
and underlying physical infrastructure. Note that a NFV-NS can
be a single compact NFV-NS (containing multiple VNFs) or a
modular composition of multiple (nested) NFV-NSs, referred
to as composite end-to-end NFV-NS.
In the case of single domain instantiation, the important
decision point is the placement of VNFs over the available
resources. The Placement Algorithm, part of the 5GT-SO,
generates placement decision for all the VNFs that composed
the NFV-NS being instantiated [10]. The decision is based on
the abstracted resource view provided by the 5GT-MTP and the
NFV-NS requirements coming in the instantiation request from
the 5GT-VS. In case of a federation scenario (multiple ADs),
the number of deployment options significantly increases.
B. Service federation
In the 5GT framework, service federation applies to composite NFV-NS. A request for instantiation of a composite NFV-NS
is sent from the 5GT-VS to the 5GT-SO. Each nested NFV-NS

(of the composite) has a specific NFV-NS descriptor stored in
the 5GT-SO repository which contains the service information
for the specific nested NFV-NS. This information contains
the number of VNFs, the computational resources used (i.e.,
CPU, memory, storage), the VNFs topology and requirements
(i.e., bandwidth, latency requirements, service access points,
etc.). The 5GT-SO decides for each nested NFV-NS whether to
instantiate it locally (using the local 5GT-MTP) or to request
service federation from a provider domain 5GT-SO via the
So-So interface.
Service federation is the overall process of deploying nested
NFV-NSs in a peering AD and stitching them (local and
remote) to make an E2E composite NFV-NS. The AD that
requests services is referred to as consumer domain while
the AD capable of providing services is a provider domain.
A requirement of federation scenarios is that domains must
have business/service level agreements, in place. In turn,
there are implicit technical implications, like setting peerto-peer interconnection among themselves and exchanging
their respective NFV-NS catalogues. Eventually, federation
agreements should maximize the ADs’ profit by extending the
local domain service offering and by avoiding the rejection of
NFV-NS deployment requests by requesting services to other
domains, hence increasing computing/networking resource
availability and service footprint.
The scope of our algorithm is to make fast decision for each
nested NFV-NS whether to deploy it locally or to federate it
in an external domain while maximizing the profit outcome.
The decision point should be executed in the 5GT-SO prior
deployment of a nested NFV-NS.
C. Resource federation
There is another federation scenario in which our algorithm
can be used, that is, resource federation. Eventually, local
domain resources of the 5GT framework may fail or they may
be exhausted by running services. In this case, the 5GT-SO
uses resource federation to request resources from a provider
domain and to be able to use them as if they were local.
Resource federation is the overall process of consuming/providing computing and network resources from/to external
federated domains. In this case, the decision point is also placed
in the 5GT-SO module. After that decision, a consumer 5GTSO requests resources to a provider 5GT-SO. Once granted,
the consumer 5GT-SO takes control over provider’s resources.
Based on the agreed terms and conditions, the consumer
domain controls and consumes the provided resources while
the provider domain charges for their usage.
It is assumed that all agreements are already set and interdomain interactions, such as advertising, requesting, offering
and usage of available resources are working accordingly. By
applying the resource federation perspective, our algorithm
decides if resources, associated to a given service request, are
requested to a federated domain. By so doing, long holds or
repeated checking for available resources are avoided in case
of resource scarcity or infrastructure failures.

The return from a state at time t is defined as the sum of
discounted future rewards

III. P ROBLEM STATEMENT
Service federation and resource federation provide the 5GT
service providers with various deployment options. In order
to increase the revenue and to avoid resource shortage, it is
important that for each deployment and/or scaling of NFV-NS,
the 5GT-SO generates a profitable decision without significant increase of processing and re-calculation for available
resources.
In section III-A, we formulate a Reinforcement learning
(RL) based decision problem of the 5GT framework, that
requires a solution to generate straight-forward deployment
decision for each nested NFV-NS, and scale-up request.
Section III-B presents the intuitive ”greedy” approach to
generate a decision that maximizes the profit, and section
III-C reformulates the RL-based decision algorithm as an
optimization problem to maximize the profit.
Throughout this section we do not consider networking
resources, nor a shortage of federated (external) resources.
Although they are easily absorbed by the formulation, we
decided not to include them to ease the problem readability.
For simplification, we use network service to refer to NFV-NS.
A. Problem description
Let us consider a time-slotted system t := {1, 2, . . . , }. At
the beginning of each slot, (i) we may receive one request to
deploy a network service (or segment of a network service); or
(ii) services already deployed may leave the system. A service
request may arrive at instant t asking for c(t) CPUs, m(t)
memory, and d(t) disk. And by that time the local domain will
have C (t) , M (t) , D(t) CPU, memory, and disk, respectively.
The system state is represented
as a vector s(t) =

(t)
(t) (t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
c , m , d , C , M , D . An agent, in the local domain (i.e., the 5GT-SO itself), takes an action a(t) upon a
service arrival at t. The agent can choose whether to consume
its own resources for the incoming service (a(t) = 0), to ask
another domain to deploy it (a(t) = 1), or to reject the service
(a(t) = 2).
The chosen action affects the instant reward r(t) that the
local domain receives. An instant reward is the economic
profit which the administrative domain receives per service
deployment (locally or in federated domain). Indeed, in our
system, the instant reward is determined by the state-action pair,
i.e., r(t) = r(s(t) , a(t) ). And as long as the service arriving at
t can be deployed locally, our system satisfies
r(s(t) , 0) ≥ r(s(t) , 1) ≥ r(s(t) , 2)

(1)

We assume that the system state s(t) follows a distribution
E, unknown apriori. Hence, the goal is to find an adequate
policy π(s) : S → A that maps a system state to an action. The
above is modeled with an Markov Decision Process (MDP)
with transition probability p(s(t+1) | s(t) , a(t) ), and the agent
uses a policy π [11] to give a trajectory of states, actions and
rewards h1:T := (s1 , a1 , r1 , . . . , sT , aT , rT ) over S × A × R.

R(t) =

T
X

γ (i−T ) r(s(i) , a(i) )

i=t

with discounted factor γ ∈ [0, 1]. This is a classic reinforcement
learning (RL) problem and the agent’s task is to learn a policy
that maximizes the expected return from the start distribution
J = Er(i) ,s(i) ∼E,a(i) ∼π} [R(1) ].
It is convenient for RL problems to describe an action-value
function describing the expected return after taking an action
a(t) given a state (t) (i.e., following policy π) as
Qπ (s(t) , a(t) ) = Er(i≥t) ,s(i≥t) ∼E,a(i≥t) ∼π} [R(t) | s(t) , a(t) ]
and particularly, its recursive representation (Bellman equation):
Qπ (s(t) , a(t) ) =
(2)
h
i
(t) (t)
π (t+1) (t+1)
Er(t) ,s(t+1) ∼E r(s , a ) + γEa(t+1) ∼π [Q (s
,a
)]
Since the expectation depends only on E, the agent can learn
Qµ off-policy, using transitions which are generated from a
different stochastic process like in Q-learning [12].
B. A greedy approach
For comparison, we introduce a straightforward ”greedy”
approach to solve the decision problem by locally deploying an
incoming service, as long as there are enough local resources.
We latter (see section IV) refer this algorithm as the checker
solution, since it checks the availability of local resources
before deciding to federate, or locally deploy a service.
According to the RL problem defined in section III-A, this
translates into:
(
0, c(t) ≤ C (t) ∧ m(t) ≤ M (t) ∧ d(t) ≤ D(t)
a(t) =
(3)
1, otherwise
This approach never rejects a service request, as it assumes
that other administrative domains can always host the service.
Thus, the instant reward r(t) for federating a service is below
the one obtained with a local deployment (as stated in (1)),
since it is considered that the consumer domain is paying a
hosting fee to the provider domain.
C. Optimization formulation
To check the goodness of a RL solution, we reformulate
the problem in section III-A as an optimization problem.
(t)
We use binary variable ai = 1 to abbreviate a(t) = i, i ∈
(t)
(t)
0, 1, 2. Note that ai = 0 means a(t) 6= i. Then, Cf ,
(t)
(t)
Mf , Df the CPU, memory and disk resources (respectively)
freed at time t due to a service leaving. The instant when such
leaving service arrived is denoted by p(t) ≤ t.
These variables help us to impose the resource conservation
constraints:
(p(t−1) ) (t−1)
(t)
C (t) = C (t−1) − a0 c(t−1) + a0
Cf

(4)

(p(t−1) ) (t−1)
(t)
M (t) = M (t−1) − a0 m(t−1) + a0
Mf

(5)

(p(t−1) ) (t−1)
(t)
D(t) = D(t−1) − a0 d(t−1) + a0
Df

(6)

among all resources represented in the state vector, and dim(S)
the number of different resources considered (e.g., dim(S) = 3
if CPU, memory and disk are represented in the state vector).

which state that at time t available resources must consider
deployed and freed resources at t−1. As well resources should
always stay above zero
C (t) ≥ 0, M (t) ≥ 0, D(t) ≥ 0,

∀t

(7)

1
2

and only one action is performed at each instant t
(t)
a0

+

(t)
a1

+

(t)
a2

=1

With constraints (4) - (8) the total reward (r =
maximized taking as objective function:
X X
(t) (t)
max
r(s(t) , ai )ai
t

3

(8)

4
5

(t)
t r ) is

P

6
7

(9)

i∈0,1,2

8
9
10

IV. A LGORITHM AND SIMULATION RESULTS
This section evaluates the performance of a RL solution
that solves the deployment decision problem in a federated
environment. Section IV-A presents a simple Q-learning
solution that solves the RL problem of section III-A.
Section IV-B presents the setup used to derive simulation
results. Then, section IV-C begins showing how Q-learning
approximates to the optimal solution with an adequate selection
of parameters. Finally, end of section IV-C removes the
unlimited federated resources assumption, and analyzes how
it affects the Q-learning performance.
A. Q-learning algorithm
Based on the RL problem defined in section III-A, we
derived a Q-learning algorithm that generates decision for
each incoming network service deployment at instant t.
The algorithm (Algorithm 1) presents how the agent performs the deployment decision. It decides which action to make
for every service request happenning in episode [0, tend ]. Then
it repeats the whole episode EP times and returns the actions
vector {at }t0end to which it has converged. In the beginning, the
agent obtains information regarding the state of the system.
The state reflects the available computational resources in the
environment. Thus at the start, it is assumed that all resources
in both (local and federated) domains are available with no
network service running (i.e. state = 0 at time t = 0).
At some point, a new network service request may arrive.
Once the service arrives in the system, the agent decides an
action (e.g., local deployment, federation, rejection).
The well-known RL technique, the Q-learning algorithm,
uses a state-action matrix QT to maximize the reward while
iterates through states. Typically the states are the rows and
the actions are the columns of the Q-learning matrix. In our
work, there are only three actions (i.e., local deployment,
federation and rejection), while the number of states depend
of the system configuration (i.e., amount of computational
resources). Algorithm 1 represents state s(t) as a vector of the
available computational resources. Thus, QT has O(N dim(S) )
(t)
entries with N = maxi si being the maximum capacity

11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

Data: environment, EP
Result: {at }t0end
s(t) ← 0, e ← 0, r ← 0;
tend ← environment.lastService();
while e ≤ EP do
QT ← 0;
t ← 0;
r ← 0;
while t ≤ tend do
if s(t) == ∅ then
s(t) ← environment.getState(t);
end

1
a(t) ← maxa QT [s(t) , a] + e+1
unif[0, 2];
environment ← DeployService(s(t) , a(t) );
(s0 , r(t) ) ← environment.current(t);
QT [s(t) , a(t) ] ← (1 − α)QT [s(t) , a(t) ] +
α r(t) + γmaxa QT [s0 , a] ;
s ← s0 ;
r ← r + r(t) ;
t ← t + 1;
end
e ← e + 1;
end
Algorithm 1: Q-learning decision

At the beginning (t = 0), the Q-learning table is initialized
to all zeros. Therefore the agent picks random action at the
start, initiating the learning process.
Once a decision has been made, the deployment is executed
locally, federated, or the service is rejected. The completed
action transits the environment to a new state and generates
instant reward (line 13). This means if the network service has
been successfully deployed in the local domain, the agent can
calculate the remaining available resources (i.e. the new state)
and the immediate revenue of the deployment. However, if the
agent decided for local deployment despite the lack of local
resource, no transition to other state occurs, but a negative
reward is generated for the performed action.
The instant reward and state transition enables the agent to
learn (line 14) thanks to the Bellman equation (2). Additional
fixed parameters represent the learning rate (α) and the discount
factor (γ). The chosen values for the learning rate and the
discount factor directly impact on the performance of the
algorithm, this matter is evaluated in section IV-C. Afterwards
the state of the system is updated with the new state and the
instant revenue is added to the total revenue.
For each next incoming network service, all the steps of the
algorithm are executed. The agent is continuously learning
and every next decision for an action is more knowledge-driven.

B. Simulation environment

C. Performance evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the Q-learning algorithm
described in IV-A, we performed set of simulation experiments.
First, the performance of the Q-learning algorithm depends
on how the learning rate (α) and the discount factor (γ) are set
up. To tune it and derive the best tuple (α, γ), we performed a
set of simulations (≈ 400 simulations) exploring the combinations in the value range [0, 1] with step 0.5 for each variable.
Using the environment described in previous section IV-B,
the local resources are finite (e.g. CPU=10; Memory=100GB,
Storage=400GB), where the federated domain has unlimited
resources. Fig. 2 shows the simulation results, presenting the
total revenue that the algorithm produces for each tuple (α, γ).
The x-axis presents the range of values chosen for the learning
rate (α), the y-axis represent the discount factor (γ). The
gradient color bar (on the right) present the indicator for the
normalized reward revenue (i.e., obtained revenue r divided
by the optimal policy π ∗ revenue rOP T ), ranging from low
(dark-red) to high (dark blue). The results intelligibly show
that the learning rate is the major contributor to profitable
performance of the Q-learning algorithm. The learning rate’s
best performance is in the [0.35, 0.95] range, with negligible
value range for the discount factor.
The performance evaluation for the Q-learning algorithm
proceeds with 80-episodes simulation using the tuple values
(α = 0.95, γ = 0.9). Each episode runs the same arrival

TABLE I: Service arrivals
Arrival rate
CPU
Memory
Storage
Life-time
Revenue

Big B
λB
10
20 GB
1024 GB
5-10 days
rbig = 10rsmall

Small S
λS = 6λB
1
2 GB
20 GB
1-4 days
rsmall

0.0
0.05
0.1
0.75

0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35

0.50

0.4

r
rOPT

0.45

γ

0.5
0.55

0.25

0.6
0.65
0.7
0.75

0.00

0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95

−0.25
1.0

0.9

0.95

0.8

0.85

0.7

0.75

0.6

0.65

0.5

α

0.55

0.4

0.45

0.3

0.35

0.2

0.25

0.1

0.15

0.0

1.0
0.05

We have set-up a simulation environment consisting of a
local domain and external - federated domain. Both domains
are capable of network service deployment that contains only
computational resources (i.e. CPU, memory, disk). The local
domain is configured to have limited amount of computational
resources, whereas the federated domain is optionally set to
have both limited and infinite computational resources.
Incoming requests for network service deployment are based
on an Poisson arrival process of big B and small S services.
The parameters for both big B and small S services are shown
in Table I. The arrival process in the environment simulates
30 days of Poission arrivals of big and small services.
Each service request can be either i) deployed locally, ii)
federated or iii) rejected. Whatever algorithm is used, the
agent gets full reward(rbig or rsmall ) for local deployment;
for federation, the consumer domain agent gets reward 1; and
for rejection the reward is zero. In case the agent decides to
locally deploy or federate a service over a full infrastructure,
the agent receives penalty(−rbig or −rsmall ).

Fig. 2: Possible (α, γ) combinations under the assumption of
unlimited federated resources.
process of small and big services and the episode begins
with all available local resources (CPU=10; Memory=100GB,
Storage=400GB) and unrealistically infinite resources in the
federated domain. I.e., the environment is reset to initial
conditions at the start of each episode, while the Q-learning
algorithm learns for the whole duration of the experiment.
The simulation results shown on Fig. 3, present all the
episodes on the x-axis and the normalized revenue (per episode)
on the y-axis. The solid blue curve presents the Q-learning
reward evolution as the episodes increase. In the Fig. 3 we
also introduced the results from three benchmark approaches:
•

•

•

The orange (slash-slash) line represent the total reward of
a single domain system, or if the federation option does
not exist and there is no federated domain.
The red (slash-dotted) line represent the total revenue of
the “greedy” approach described in section III-B. Note
that, here the agent first performs additional processing
(e.g. scanning local resource capacity, checking databases,
etc.,) before generating decision. If scan results are
negative (insufficient resources), the agent federates the
service in the federated domain. There are zero rejections
in this case and the decision is made after the solution is
checked and confirmed.
The green (dotted) line represent the optimal solution generated from the optimization formulation of section III-C
through the use of AMPL [13] and Gurobi [14].

Given a service arrival realization, results in Fig. 3 show
that the Q-learning algorithm performs little over 95% of the
optimal profit after ≈ 48 episodes. The “greedy” checker
approach is slightly better (< 1.5%) than the Q-learning
algorithm. The “greedy” checker for each check adds more
than 1.68 sec [6] processing time to generate a posteriori
decision. The added time corresponds to the size of the local
domain resources that needs to be checked. On the contrary,
the Q-learning generates a priori decision. Having a stable

the “greedy” checker, the Q-learning can accommodate and
learn the system dynamicity. Existence of penalty probability
in the “greedy” checker is due to imprecise and highly complex
operation to obtain information for all external resources.
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Fig. 3: Convergence of best (α, γ) combination under the
assumption of unlimited federated resources.
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This work studies the performance of Q-learning to generate
a profitable deployment decision in a federated ecosystem.
Results show that Q-learning algorithms can provide the
5GT administrative domains near optimal earnings without
additional time-consumption in an ideal scenario setup. In
realistic scenarios, the Q-learning solution outperforms the
“greedy” checker approach, with better computational efficiency.
It is left, as future work, how to efficiently shrink the state
space for a better problem scaling, and the study of alternative
techniques as graph neural networks [15] to split incoming
network service requests across local and federated domains.

x1

x2
xN local resources

x

Fig. 4: Performance of Q-learning as federation resources
increase. Training lapse of EP = 200 episodes.
scenario with infinite resources in the federated domain enables
a near optimal solution for the “greedy” checker.
For more realistic evaluation of the Q-learning algorithm,
we performed additional simulation experiments where the
federation domain has finite resources. Therein the federation
domain has been set to [x1, x2] times the local domain
respectively. State vector s(t) now has three more components
to represent the available CPU, memory and disk in the
federated domain. Thus, dim(S) duplicates, and the state space
(t)
grows from O(N 3 ) to O(N 6 ), where N = maxi si . Due to
dynamicity of the scenario, the agent can not obtain precise
status of the external resources. Therefore the “greedy” checker
performs only local check and tries to federate a service request
with no rejection. A penalty is applied when the agent tries to
deploy over a full federated domain.
Fig. 4 compares the [x1, x2] scenarios to the infinite scenario
of Fig. 3. Despite the growth in the state space, the Qlearning outperforms the “greedy” checker within 200 training
episodes. Results imply that without the perfect knowledge in
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